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The impact of the financial crisis on relations between customers
and their financial intermediaries and on dealings with the regu-
lator were once again apparent in 2009.

The enquiries received in 2009 reflected investors’ worries and
their determination to learn about complex mechanisms and prod-
ucts or to check the accuracy of information provided by their
advisers. These enquiries also enabled the regulator to warn the
public about unlawful practices.

There are two remarks to be made about the mediation requests
received in 2009. First, as the caseload increased, institutions
were less generous in their settlement proposals. Secondly, the
financial crisis highlighted certain transgressions by banks and
seems to have led investors to believe that banks were implement-

ing a general policy aimed at redeeming themselves. However, the immediate effects of the alert in
2008 seem to have faded fairly rapidly and it is disconcerting to note, for example, that, despite
the enforcement of the regulations stemming from the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive,
misselling of financial products is still a matter of concern for the regulator.

The main problems stemming from a lack of information and advice for customers, particularly with
regard to the risks incurred, are particularly shocking when they involve the retirement savings of
the elderly, funds withdrawn from secure savings products or redundancy settlements.

There is still room for improvements in this area, such as greater transparency, clearer and more com-
prehensive information, and a better understanding of investors’ needs in order to offer them per-
fectly appropriate products. The determining factor is investors’ confidence in their advisers. We can
only encourage the training programmes that institutions are developing with the backing of the
AMF, which certify the examinations intended to validate the regulatory knowledge of market pro-
fessionals.

Another feature of 2009 was European-level involvement in developing and promoting alternative
dispute settlement procedures and enhancing consumer rights, particularly in the area of finance. 

These efforts will continue, and the transposition of the Directive of 21 May 2008 on civil and com-
mercial mediation will raise the visibility of this mechanism and increase its use within a secure legal
framework.

This type of dispute settlement procedure has already proven fully effective in the financial sector
for cases involving individual investors and for disputes involving several hundreds of investors.
Mediation works for investors and market professionals alike. It allows discussions to resume in a
context of openness and confidence, under the auspices of a neutral and impartial third party who
is concerned about both the law and a fair outcome. 

Editorial 

Madeleine Guidoni,
Mediation Department
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After graduating from Ecole Nationale de la Magistrature in Bordeaux, Madeleine Guidoni joined the
Paris courts to begin a career in economics and finance. She subsequently joined the French compe-
tition authority as a rapporteur and later a deputy general rapporteur. Ms. Guidoni then moved to
the Economic and Financial subdivison of the Criminal Affairs and Pardons Directorate of the Justice
Ministry, where she was in charge of the serious financial crimes sector, dealing with corruption,
embezzlement, public contract fraud, etc.. 

She was then appointed to the Interministerial Investigation Task Force on Public Procurement and
Public Service Agreements, where she organised relations with the courts in order to optimise the
handling of patronage cases. She was appointed as legal counsel to the Conseil des marchés financiers
(CMF), where she was responsible for implementing and monitoring supervision and penalty 
pro cedures, initial investigations and cases referred to the Conseil d’Etat and the European Court of
Human Rights.  

Following the merger of the CMF and the Commission des opérations de bourse, she was appointed
Ombudsman for the Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) in April 2004. She is a member of the
Steering Committee for the European network of financial mediators, FIN-NET, the Club of Public
Service Ombudsmen and the Ombudsmen’s Forum of the French employers’ association, MEDEF. 
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Ombudsman’s Report

A – Mediation Department

1 – Aims

Pursuant to Article L. 621-19 of the Monetary and Financial Code: "The Authority shall be authorised
to receive claims relating to matters within its jurisdiction from any interested party and to deal with
them appropriately. When necessary, it shall propose out-of-court settlements of the disputes brought
to its attention, via conciliation or mediation.

Submitting a dispute to the Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) to find an out-of-court settlement
shall entail suspension of the statute of limitations for civil and administrative proceedings. The
statute shall apply again, once the AMF declares the mediation finished. The AMF shall cooperate
with foreign authorities for out-of-court settlement of cross-border disputes.

The Authority may propose amendments to laws and regulations dealing with disclosures to holders
of financial instruments and the public, markets in financial instruments and the status of investment
services providers.”  

The Ombudsman's activity is carried out in the broader European context stemming from Commission
Recommendation 98/257/EC of 30 March 1998 on the principles applicable to the bodies respon-
sible for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes.

These principles are independence, transparency, adversarial procedures, effectiveness (the procedure
must be easily accessible, free and quick), legality and liberty, since mediation is a voluntary process
that either party may drop out of at any time.

These principles are upheld in the AMF Mediation Charter.

A Europe-wide network for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes was created through a
European Council Resolution on 25 May 2000. Under this mechanism, the Commission is notified of
all national bodies responsible for out-of-court settlement and mediation that comply with the princi-
ples of the 1998 and 2001 Recommendations (on out-of-court bodies involved in the consensual set-
tlement of consumer disputes not covered by the 1998 Recommendation). Following this notification,
these bodies can become full members of the European Consumer Centres Network (ECC-Net).

Alongside ECC-Net, the European Commission set up the Financial Dispute Resolution Network (FIN-
NET) in February 2001 as part of the Financial Services Action Plan (FSAP).

Following its notification to the Commission, the AMF Ombudsman participates in FIN-NET, where it
is a member of the Steering Committee.

Through its activities, the Mediation Department helps the AMF keep a watchful eye on financial mar-
kets and protect public savings effectively. The department contributes to investor information by
answering enquiries and examining mediation requests with steadfast concern for the quality and
speed of its answers and the impartiality of its action. It also contributes to the AMF’s educational
action, by disseminating its findings to the public and the industry professionals concerned and by
helping to improve professional practices and regulations.

(1) www.fin-net.eu
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2 – Organisation

In 2009 the department had a team of five legal advisers, including one who arrived in October. They
worked with the Ombudsman and two assistants.

The Mediation Department has two main tasks, which are separate from each other: answering
enquiries and handling mediation requests.

> The department answers technical questions from individual investors in any of the areas under
AMF jurisdiction. It also handles enquiries that are actually accusations and reports, using the 
information reported to issue warnings to the public about unlawful marketing. These warnings are
usually backed up by referring cases that constitute the unlawful provision of investment services
or unlawful direct marketing to law enforcement authorities.

> Mediation requests are sent to the department when parties seek out-of-court settlement of 
disputes between customers and investment services providers or issuers.

There is also a telephone helpline for the public that operates on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
to answer the most urgent requests and questions about ongoing cases. The helpline also refers
callers to the competent authorities where appropriate.

Some matters fall outside of the AMF’s jurisdiction and therefore outside of the Ombudsman’s scope
of action.

> This is the case for questions about life-insurance policies, including unit-linked policies, which are
governed by the Insurance Code. The AMF is not responsible for enforcing the Insurance Code.

> This is also the case for banking disputes relating to bank accounts, savings accounts and term
deposits, as well as bank lending. Matters relating to the enforcement and interpretation of tax
laws also fall outside of the AMF’s jurisdiction.

Where the Mediation Department has no jurisdiction, it refers users to the bodies that are most able
to provide answers or take action. 

Most of the queries came from mainland France and France’s overseas possessions. Queries were
sent through the post or filed using the three online forms (for enquiries, mediation requests and
reports). These forms are directly accessible from the AMF website (www.amf-france.org), on the
“Ombudsman” page. 

Of the 2,029 queries received in 2009, 713 (or 25%) were made using the online forms.
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Source: AMF

92%

Individual investors

5%

Public services and 
other authorities

3%

Lawyers, associations, ISPs

QUERIES RECEIVED IN 2009
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B – 2009 in figures

1 – Queries

The Mediation Department received 2,029 queries in 2009, including 1,294 enquiries and 735 medi-
ation requests.

As of 31 December 2009, the annual number of queries received was down compared to the previ-
ous year, when 2,307 queries were received, including 1,502 enquiries and 805 mediation requests.

The breakdown of queries into enquiries and mediation requests changed slightly between 2008 and
2009, when enquiries accounted for 64% of the total and mediation requests 36%, compared to
65% and 35% respectively in 2008.

These figures underline the success of the mediation process and individual investors’ continued 
confidence in the AMF’s expertise for answering their enquiries.

The telephone helpline fielded 1,165 calls, compared to 1,197 calls in 2008.
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> Investigation

> Penalties (no
compensation
power, fines paid to
the Treasury or the
guarantee fund)

> Running
mediation
procedures

> Ombudsman’s
powers

> Lack of
information advice
when selling a
product or service

> Authorisation 
of products and
management
companies

> Complaints about
CIS management 
or failure to comply
with investment
objectives

> Changes during
the life cycle of a
CIS (authorisation)

> CIS subscription
and redemption
procedures

> Eligible events 
for early release of
employee savings
plan assets

> Execution of the
contract (best-effort
vs. performance
clauses, termination
clauses

> Terms and
procedures of
corporate finance
transactions (public
tender offers, capital
increases, stock
splits, reverse splits,
etc.)

> Progress of
corporate finance
transactions
(approval, timetable,
settlement, etc.)

> AGMs (reception
of documents,
quorum, etc.)

> Notifiable
shareholdings

> Liquidation
procedures

> Definition of
qualified investor

> Notion of
concerted action

> Regulatory
disclosures

> Characteristics
and operation of
stock warrants 
and certificates

> operation of
tracker funds

> characteristics 
of CFDs

> nature of rights
issues and stock
warrants

> distinction
between bearer
securities and
registered securities

> dividends
(payment delays,
optional dividends,
etc.)

> Reservations

> Trading
suspensions

> Procedures for
cancelling trades 
on Euronext

> Eligibility for
deferred settlement

> Problems with
market undertaking

> Market abuse

> Operation and
regulation of
Marché libre,
Alternext, MTF

> Ban on shorting
financial stocks

> Order
characteristics

> Regulations
relating to deferred
settlement (hedging,
extension, etc.)

> Period for
retaining recordings
of telephone
conversations

> MiFID
questionnaire

> Notion of best
execution

> Custody fees

> Transfer or closure
of account

> Mishandling of
corporate actions

> Deposit insurance
funds

> Reports of
unlawful practices

> Verification of
authorisations

> Questions about
warnings issued 
by the AMF

> Requirements for
financial investment
advisers or direct
marketers
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2 – Caseload

The Mediation Department handled 2,178 cases in 2009, including 1,291 enquiries and 887 media-
tion requests.

a) Enquiries

Situation at 31 December 2009
Number of enquiries handled 1,291

Of which, enquiries received within the last month 75%

Of which, enquiries received than one month previously 25%

Source: AMF

The department handled 1,291 enquiries between 1 January and 31 December 2009, compared with
1,473 in 2008.

Enquiries are closed when the initial question and any requests for clarification or further questions
have been answered. 

Naturally enough, enquiries reflect market developments and changes to laws and regulations. They
are also becoming more complex and users are increasingly demanding.

Knowledge of market mechanisms and products varies greatly from one individual to the next.

In 2009, 75% of enquiries were closed with within a month of being received, providing users with
timely answers to their questions, which were often urgent.

The quality of the department’s answers is reflected by the fact that, despite the complexity and the
variety of the questions asked, not one of the response letters sent to users and dealing with matters
falling within the AMF’s jurisdiction – from corporate actions to listing problems and the marketing
of financial products – was challenged with regard to relevance by either the addressee of the letter
or by any third party involved in subsequent legal proceedings. 

b) Mediation requests

Situation at 31 December 2009
Number of mediation cases closed 887

Of which requests received within the last 6 months 81%

Of which requests received more than 6 months previously 19%

Source: AMF

Between 1 January and 31 December 2009, 887 mediation requests were handled, compared with
739 in 2008.

The department closed 81% of cases within six months of the start of the procedure.

This six-month period starts when the Ombudsman receives the first letter, but this letter is never
enough to trigger the mediation procedure per se. The acknowledgement of receipt for their first let-
ter always asks complainants to provide further documents and clarification. It also includes a copy
of the Mediation Charter, which explains how the case will be examined.
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The cases that the Mediation Department does not close within six months are more complex or
involve several parties, such as a custodian and a management company, or an issuer and a finan-
cial intermediary. In these cases, mediation sessions often have to be held with the main parties,
which means that they take longer.

Sometimes, the information or documentation requested is hard to obtain for some reason — for
example, the events in question occurred a long time ago or the service provider has changed in the
meantime.

Of the 887 mediation cases resolved in 2009, agreements were reached in 52% of the cases that
were considered on their merits.

Out-of-court settlements may take the form of a rectification (i.e. the contested transaction is can-
celled), total or partial compensation for losses incurred or the payment of a sum of money to the cus-
tomer. In each case, the settlement is a conciliatory gesture on the part of the company in question,
and does not imply any acknowledgement of liability.

The qualitative “success” of mediation procedures needs to be kept in perspective since neither party
can be forced into an agreement and the mediator-led procedure may improve the relationship
between the customer and the company in question, even though no formal settlement is reached.

As was the case in 2008, not a single mediation case was closed because a company failed to
respond to the Ombudsman’s request for explanations. This shows that the alternative dispute settle-
ment procedure has won unanimous acceptance by industry professionals, who appreciate its posi-
tive effects.

However, the effects of the financial crisis persisted in 2009 and the parties to disputes tended to
make harsher demands and less generous proposals. 

C – Cases dealt with by the Ombudsman  
The cases that come in are recorded in the department’s own database and broken down into 10 gen-
eral subject areas:  
> collective investment schemes
> discretionary management
> order transmission and execution/custody account keeping
> issuers and corporate finance
> general market matters
> financial instruments (other than collective investment schemes)
> direct marketing, advice on asset management and financial investment
> role of the AMF
> miscellaneous topics.
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Source: AMF

39%

Issuers, corporate finance,
general market matters,
financial instruments

16%

Order reception and transmission

6%

Direct marketing, advice on asset management
and financial investment
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Miscellaneous topics

1 – Enquiries and mediation requests by subject area 
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19%

Collective investment schemes, 
discretionary management

7%

Miscellaneous topics
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Enquiries dealt with such subjects as:

a) Corporate finance transactions and market anomalies

> Corporate finance transactions always elicit numerous requests for explanations, particularly
concerning price-setting methods and the implications of AMF approvals.

These are recurring questions regarding public tender offers, price guarantees or squeeze-outs.

When answering investors’ questions, the Mediation Department reminds them that AMF approval is
granted, under the provisions of Article L. 621-8-1 of the Monetary and Financial Code, when the AMF
is satisfied that the document is comprehensive and comprehensible, and that the information it con-
tains is coherent. This does not imply approval of the timeliness of the transaction nor does it authen-
ticate the accounting and financial information presented in the prospectus.

The department also reminds investors that Articles 261-1 and 261-2 of the AMF General Regulation call
for the target company to appoint an independent appraiser to prepare a report on the financial terms
of the offer or the transaction. In the case of a public tender offer, the appraiser is appointed if the trans-
action is likely to jeopardise equal treatment of shareholders or the holders of the financial instruments
concerned by the offer. An appraiser must always be appointed in the event of a squeeze-out. 

The price-setting procedures and the independent appraiser’s report can be found in the prospectus,
which is available on the AMF website.

Investors also submit many questions about capital increases regarding the timetable, implementa-
tion procedures and, more particularly, what happens to pre-emptive subscription rights that are not
exercised by the holders.

As was the case in 2009, the department received many questions about the fact that some finan-
cial intermediaries sell unexercised rights if they fail to receive a timely response from the holder to
prevent the holder from sustaining a loss. Different institutions’ practices in this matter vary, creating
confusion for investors.

The department’s answers referred investors to “protective clause” procedures, reminding them that
these procedures should be stipulated in the corporate action notice and notified to shareholders in
a timely manner.

> Market anomalies

As in previous years, many investors asked the Mediation Department to investigate or mediate what
they deemed to be market anomalies, which they qualified as price manipulation or insider dealing
in some cases.

The letters received are passed on to the relevant specialised departments at the AMF (Investigations
and Market Surveillance Division, Supervision of Service Providers and Market Infrastructure
Department) when they contain information that warrants further investigation.

Many complaints and requests for investigations about unusual price movements referred to stocks
traded on the Marché Libre. The investors who submitted these requests were reminded that the
Marché Libre is not a regulated market as defined in Article L. 421-1 of the Monetary and Financial
Code, which means it is not subject to the provisions in the AMF General Regulation on price manip-
ulation and insider trading. Only the regulations concerning the dissemination of false information
apply to this market.
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After NYSE Euronext Paris introduced a monthly subscription for companies traded on Marché Libre,
it allowed companies that refuse to pay the subscription to apply for delisting. The names of the com-
panies that have filed an application will be published in January 2010.

This exceptional delisting procedure on Marché Libre underlines the fact that this market does not
provide the same security as a regulated market. The procedure caused concern for some investors
and gave rise to requests for information.

b) Reports of unlawful practices

As in previous years, some investors reported suspicious direct marketing practices and offers of
investment services to the AMF. The reports were made by direct victims of such practices or by
investors seeking further information before buying products or by investors who merely wished to
report their suspicions to the AMF.

The Mediation Department deals with such reports using a rationalised procedure that ensures a
meticulous examination of the reported facts and respects the defence rights of the persons and enti-
ties targeted in the reports.

When Mediation Department’s investigation confirms that a reported practice is unlawful, it urges
investors calling the helpline or making enquiries not to respond to investment proposals that prom-
ise very high returns with low risks, especially when such offers are made via the Internet. 

If the reported practices reach a certain scale, the AMF publishes warnings on its website that are
then picked up by the press. Three such warnings were published in 2009.

If the practices are prosecutable offences, the case is referred to the prosecutor’s office and the
department monitors subsequent developments in these cases.

The Mediation Department responded to several requests from the General Directorate for
Competition, Consumer Affairs and Fraud, the Financial Police and the courts concerning investiga-
tions initiated following warnings published by the AMF.

Industry professionals, primarily financial investment advisers, also reported “unfair trading practices”
to the department by individuals and companies offering investment services without meeting the
legal and regulatory requirements for undertaking such activities. 

c) Questions relating to the Madoff affair

The Mediation Department received many enquiries when the Madoff affair first became public, in
addition to many calls to the telephone helpline.

Most of the requests came from investors who wanted to know whether their funds were affected or
not. For matters falling within the jurisdiction of the AMF, these investors were urged to contact the
management companies and other intermediaries and to check the recommendations and frequent-
ly-asked questions on the AMF website. For enquiries about unit-linked insurance policies, investors
were urged to contact the insurance company managing the policy or the company that marketed it.

Some investors sought explanations about the procedure for splitting collective investment schemes
and, more specifically, for setting up side pockets.

The Mediation Department reminds these investors of the laws and regulations in force. It then
reminds them of the contents of the AMF Recommendations for management companies and, more
specifically, the need to segregate the securities concerned. 
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Management companies had been warned that the resulting delays could require them to suspend
net asset value quotes for long periods, especially in the case of open-ended investment companies
(SICAVs), since setting up a side pocket requires them to call an extraordinary general meeting of
shareholders. 

Finally, the department stressed that no deadline is set for segregating the securities concerned, as
long as the management companies are acting in the investors’ interest.

d) Market-making for warrants, certificates and exchange traded funds (ETFs)

As in previous years, many investors made enquiries about market-making for warrants and certifi-
cates, as well as about ETFs, which are also known as tracker funds.

In responding to these enquiries, the Mediation Department often has to remind investors how these
products work, telling them about knock-out options, valuation, and other issues. It has also had to
explain how the liquidity provision agreements that Euronext Paris signs with market members work. 

In March 2009 NYSE Euronext introduced new features for its European warrants and certificates
market to make it more transparent and more efficient by guaranteeing best-price execution of
investors' orders and disseminating indicators of the average time that issuers spend in the order
book and indicators on volumes and average spreads. These features prompted new questions from
investors.

The Mediation Department had to remind investors that, with the entry into force of the Manual for
Warrant and Certificate Trading in March 2009, only “market”, “limit” and the new “market on open-
ing” orders are compatible for warrants and certificates and that “stop loss” and “stop limit” orders
are no longer available for trading in these financial instruments.

Investors also enquired about whether issuers of warrants and certificates could quote bid-only or
offer-only prices. 

With the new features of the warrant and certificate market, NYSE Euronext, which has very few direct
contacts with retail investors, wanted access to non-confidential information about the number and
types of complaints and enquiries received by the AMF Mediation Department in order to improve
the new system.

This exchange, which is part of the Mediation Department’s cooperation with NYSE Euronext for
examining mediation requests and enquiries involving the market undertaking, is aimed at improv-
ing the new system for the benefit of investors and industry professionals.

As in previous years, investors contacted the Mediation Department with enquiries about market-
making for tracker funds and their performance, particularly with regard to leverage.
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e) Trading suspensions

Under Article 4404/2 of Book I of the Euronext Rules, the market undertaking may suspend trading
in any security in order to prevent or halt disorderly market conditions, either on its own initiative or
at the reasoned request of the relevant issuer. It may also suspend trading at the request of a com-
petent authority. Trading suspensions are announced in a Euronext Paris market notice, which
describes the origin of and reasons for the suspension, the date it takes effect and the requirements
for lifting the suspension. Failing that, the notice states that trading is suspended until further notice.
There is no time limit on trading suspensions.

Many investors have complained about having no information following a trading halt or suspension,
especially when they have lasted for years. This is the case when trading is suspended pending a press
release from the issuer or when news of court-ordered reorganisation or winding-up proceedings is
released belatedly.

Difficulties in this area are exacerbated if the shares are delisted from Euronext Paris's Eurolist but
the company is not removed from the Trade and Companies Register. In such cases the holdings can-
not be deleted from customer accounts and customers have to pay custody fees to their custodians.

In its responses to retail investors, the Mediation Department reminds them of the current regulations
and, in situations where a court has ordered the company to be reorganised or wound up, it provides
contact details for the liquidator if it has them, so that investors can obtain comprehensive informa-
tion about the procedures in progress.

3 – Mediation cases by subject area  

1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER 2009 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Source: AMF

67%

Collective investment
schemes, discretionary
management

13%

Order reception and transmission

9%

Account management - custody

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

11%

Miscellaneous topics
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a) Marketing of financial products

> In 2009 the Mediation Department once again received many complaints about the marketing of
collective investment schemes (CIS) and particularly structured funds, chiefly by bank networks.

Subscribers complained that they had invested without receiving a simplified prospectus or being
warned of the risks associated with the investment. They claim that they were unable to make
informed investment decisions and often meekly followed their adviser's recommendations. 

Cases involving structured funds revealed that subscribers were completely unaware of the specific
characteristics of these products. Many investors discovered at maturity that this type of fund gu -
arantees only their principal, excluding entry fees, and that additional returns over and above the
guaranteed principal are based on the performance of one or more indices or of a basket of shares.
The guarantee, coupled with an attractive name suggesting that the product would perform well
under all circumstances, as long as the holding period was respected, led investors to expect sub-
stantial returns.

In 2009 the Mediation Department handled 348 requests relating to a single structured fund sold
in 2001 and 2002. Investors complained about abusive marketing by advisers who were overly bull-
ish and about the use of sales literature that they claim was misleading. Some investors also com-
plained about the business model of the products and, more specifically, the selection of stocks in
the basket and even the management of the stocks. All these investors highlighted the lack of infor-
mation about the risk of only receiving their guaranteed principal at maturity, less subscription fees,
since the verbal sales arguments and the sales literature led them to think that they were sure to dou-
ble their capital. 

In view of the number of complaints and the collective nature of the dispute, the Mediation
Department held meetings with the management of the institution in question and with the coordi-
nators of the action on behalf of some of the investors. 

The events giving rise to the damages that the investors feel they have suffered may seem to be very
similar, but each case is being examined individually, given the specific characteristics of each com-
plaint.

If compensation is offered to a customer and accepted, a compromise agreement is signed in each
case. This agreement constitutes final settlement of the dispute by virtue of Article 2052 of the Civil
Code, which stipulates that “Compromises have, between the parties, the authority of res judicata of
a final judgment”.

Of the 175 cases closed, 64 resulted in the institution rejecting an out-of-court settlement and 111
resulted in a proposal of compensation, meaning that out-of-court settlements were proposed in 64%
of the cases.

A breakdown of the cases shows:
> the average investment was €24,000 
> the funds came from secure investments (passbook savings accounts, homebuyer savings plans,

homebuyer passbook savings accounts, popular passbook savings accounts, etc.), as well as from
legacies and redundancy payments

> the investment objectives were to build up additional retirement assets, or to pay for education or
a property acquisition in the medium term.

Compensation was generally based on the performance that would have been obtained from a secure
investment, which was an Livret A or Livret B passbook savings account in this case.
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Furthermore, compensation in excess of 100% of the return on a Livret A account was obtained in spe-
cific cases (balloon loans collateralised by units in the fund, severance settlements).

Even though it is too early to draw conclusions about this procedure, it has proven:
> the department’s ability to reach out-of-court settlements in “collective” disputes that are favourable

for both investors and industry professionals. 
After settling more than 500 cases concerning the marketing of EDF securities in 2006, the AMF
has proven in the present case that the mediation process can be used to handle large numbers of
complaints, without sacrificing individual attention to each case.

> recognition by the industry professionals concerned of the advantages of reaching out-of-court set-
tlements in such disputes under the auspices of the AMF. This procedures enables them to take part
voluntarily in finding a swift, confidential and free solution to disputes, while maintaining good
business relationships with their customers and improving their practices through a non-adversarial
dialogue with the regulator.

>Mediation in the Madoff affair

Mediation requests were made in some twelve cases. 

The most significant cases included one where complaints were made about financial intermediaries
who sold a foreign Madoff fund that was not approved for sale in France.

The department’s examination of these cases revealed that the institutions in question did not seem
to have made sure that the fund was approved for sale in France. Furthermore, customers did not
receive comprehensive information about the workings of the product, which was unsuitable for them
in view of their investment objectives. 

In response to the Mediation Department’s request for explanations, one of the intermediaries in
question deemed that it had fulfilled its information and advice obligations and rejected the cus-
tomer’s claim, without answering the point about selling a foreign fund that had not been approved
for sale in France.

There were also cases where Madoff funds were purchased indirectly through unit-linked life insur-
ance policies including exposed units, which were bought at the suggestion of a financial investment
adviser. 

The Mediation Department deemed that it had the power to act in these cases because of the inter-
mediary’s status as a financial investment adviser. 

In its request for explanations, the Mediation Department was seeking information about the due dili-
gence carried out with regard to the customers’ financial situation and investment objectives before
signing the letter of engagement covering the actions of the company concerned.

The company was also asked to explain the internal procedures implemented to assess the consisten-
cy of the stated objectives of the funds concerned with their performance and their investments. 

Despite assurance that the mediation procedure was confidential, the company did not accept the
complaints, claiming that there was no negligence at all.

Some of the cases involved indirect investments in Madoff funds by asset management companies
providing discretionary management, and purchases of hedge funds that were exposed to Madoff
funds. 

The investors concerned incurred losses ranging from €1,500 to €3,000,000.
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In a few cases, the mediation procedure helped to re-establish relations between customers and their
intermediaries, and conciliatory gestures were made. In most cases, however, the institutions in ques-
tion responded negatively.

Different reasons were given, such as not wishing to set a precedent, ensuring absolutely equal treat-
ment of customers, protecting the financial soundness of their companies, or waiting for the outcome
of legal proceedings initiated in other countries, since the institutions considered themselves to be
Madoff’s victims too, before offering any compensation to their customers. 

On 4 February 2009 the Committee of European Securities Regulators (CESR) published a set of recom-
mendations for persons incurring losses in the Madoff affair. CESR recommended that indirect victims
should start by contacting their intermediary and then the financial Ombudsman in their home country.

> Lack of information and advice when selling debt securities

As was the case in 2008 the Mediation Department received mediation requests claiming a lack of
information and advice when selling debt securities such as bonds, redeemable preference shares and
undated preference shares. 

An analysis of these cases produces a typical profile of the persons solicited. They are usually elder-
ly (over 80) and have no knowledge or experience of financial matters.

The marketing methods are also fairly aggressive, often involving solicitation in the customer’s home
or on the seller’s premises in the presence of several advisers urging them to buy bonds, even though
this type of financial instrument is not suited to their plans (buying property or undertaking renova-
tion work in the short term).

Even though the vast majority of customers received the prospectus, they feel that the information
provided was inadequate, since they did not read or did not understand the document and were pri-
marily influenced in their decision-making by what the adviser said. The risk of capital loss in the
event of withdrawing funds before maturity and the large gap between the subscription prices and
prices during the life of the security were not mentioned. 

The cases referred to the Mediation Department show that investors buy this type of financial instru-
ment for the following reasons: 
> earn a higher return than on a passbook savings account
> protect the assets invested, unlike investments in equities
> keep their funds available at all times.

The mediation procedures resulted in an out-of-court settlement when the lack of information and advice
was proven. These procedures ended either with the cancellation of the purchase and thepayment of
compensation at a rate of 3%, or with the sale of the securities and reimbursement of capital loss minus
the difference between the interest paid and the interest on a passbook savings account.

This type of dispute highlights the need to improve customer information. The Mediation Department
also played an active part in compiling a best-practices guide for marketing bonds to retail investors(2). 

b) Terms for redeeming units in venture capital funds

In 2009 the Mediation Department continued to receive complaints about a lack of understanding
of the terms for redeeming units in venture capital funds and, more specifically innovation funds. 

When investors rely simply on the wording of the subscription form, they may think that their assets
are to be locked up for a maximum of five years. However, the contractual provisions set out in the

(2) Available in French from AMF website (www.amf-france.org), under  « Publications > Guides > Guides professionnels ».
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fund’s Information circular and rules may stipulate a longer lock-up period. Cases received by the
department show that marketers do not always draw investors’ attention to the actual lock-up period.

Accordingly, investors must be reminded to read both the subscription form, which mentions the
requirement to hold units for five years to be eligible for favourable tax treatment, and the redemp-
tion terms, which are set out in the fund’s information circular and rules.

The new AMF Instruction 2009-05 on the full prospectus for authorised venture capital funds and
fast-track venture capital funds stipulates that a warning about the lock-up period must be men-
tioned on the first page of the rules and the circular for authorised venture capital funds. However,
investors do not always read and understand these documents, and some marketers do not 
draw their attention to the differences between the tax rules and the fund rules set out in the
prospectus.

The Mediation Department found that a failure to update data in sales literature and on the man-
agement company’s website during the launch of a new innovation fund meant that inaccurate
information about changes in the value of other funds under management was disseminated.
Accordingly, it suggested that the best-practices guide for sales literature and financial instrument
marketing  should recommend updating the data in sales literature. 

c) Discretionary management

As in previous years, the Mediation Department received requests relating to discretionary manage-
ment. The complaints highlight failure to comply with the terms of the management mandate and,
more generally, failure by the investment services providers to provide information. Few cases result-
ed in out-of-court settlements, since asset managers are under a best-effort obligation, not an
absolute requirement, and poor performance is not in itself proof of mismanagement.

Some of the requests also related to the fees charged by asset managers. The Mediation
Department is periodically required to explain that variable management fees must be mentioned
in the management mandate, along with any stipulation that variable fees are charged for every
euro earned, as measured against the management objective.

D – Recent developments in mediation

1 – European developments

In February 2001 the European Commission set up a cooperation network for the Member States of
the European Economic Area for out-of-court resolution of financial disputes. The AMF Ombudsman
is a member of this network.

The network is called FIN-NET (Financial Dispute Resolution Network) and its aim is to assist con-
sumers in finding quick, simple and inexpensive out-of-court solutions to disputes with financial serv-
ices providers such as banks, insurance companies and investment firms based in a Member State
other than their home state.

At present the network has some 50 members. Most are either ombudsmen or heads of "dispute com-
missions" or "consumer arbitration panels", depending on the country.

Members are bound by a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that sets out the procedures for
cross-border cooperation and the basic principles for out-of-court dispute settlement. The
Memorandum of Understanding includes a statement of intent whereby the participants undertake

(3) Available in French from AMF website (www.amf-france.org), under « Publications > Guides > Guides professionnels ». 
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to apply the principles defined in Commission Recommendation 98/257/EC of 30 March 1998,
which are independence, transparency, adversarial procedures, effectiveness, legality, liberty and rep-
resentation. 

The FIN-NET network holds periodic meetings to discuss an agenda set by the Steering Committee,
of which the AMF Ombudsman is a member. These meetings deal mainly with European legal devel-
opments relating to financial services, the development of out-of-court settlement systems, coopera-
tion between members of the network and new, complex or recurring disputes that they must deal
with. FIN-NET members are also consulted individually by the European Commission in the course of
its research work.

An evaluation of FIN-NET was carried out in 2009 at the request of the European Commission. As
part of the evaluation, FIN-NET members, including the AMF Ombudsman, were questioned, as were
out-of-court dispute resolution systems that are not members of the network, consumer representa-
tives, financial services providers’ industry associations and the leaders of ECC-NET (European
Consumer Centres Network) and the online problem-solving network SOLVIT.

The survey showed that there was a real need to help consumers resolve their cross-border financial
disputes and to increase their confidence when purchasing financial products from other countries.
FIN-NET was deemed to be the best means of meeting this need. All of the parties surveyed agreed
that consumers should be able to resolve cross-border disputes out of court as easily as domestic dis-
putes, even though the number of cross-border disputes is still relatively small. The survey also showed
that FIN-NET has a very satisfactory success rate.

However, the evaluation report stresses that the network is hampered by its low visibility among
European consumers. Accordingly, the report recommends that the European Commission and FIN-
NET members should step up publicity about the network and alternative dispute resolution systems
so that more consumers can use them.

FIN-NET discussed the problem of mis-selling at length in 2009. This problem is common to all mem-
bers and accounts for the bulk of their activity. 

FIN-NET members hope that the number of mis-selling cases will decrease with the transposition of
the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive into national law.

However, some of them stress the risks related to providing too much information. “Information over-
load” means that investors may not be able to make informed choices. FIN-NET members think that
the priority should be on initial and continuing education for financial services providers as well in
order to complete the system.

FIN-NET continued to discuss the consequences of the financial crisis, which led to a significant
increase in the number of complaints about lack of information and advice when purchasing finan-
cial products.

It also discussed financial education for consumers, which is a key priority for the European
Commission. 

As a FIN-NET member, the AMF Ombudsman was asked to respond to many European surveys and
consultations, including:
> the Green Paper on Consumer Collective Redress(4)

> the Consultation on Alternative Dispute Resolution in the area of financial services(5)

> the consultation on a harmonised methodology for classifying and reporting consumer complaints
and enquiries 

(4) More details about FIN-NET and its members can be found on the European Commission website: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/finservices-
retail/finnet/index_en.htm

(5) http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/redress_cons/collective_redress_en.htm
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> the study of collective complaint procedures
> the questionnaire on advice provided when selling financial products.

2 – Domestic developments

a) Ongoing work by the Club of Public Service Ombudsmen

The AMF Ombudsman has been a member of the Club of Public Service Ombudsmen since February 2007.

The informal Club was set up in April 2002 to discuss practices, contribute to planning and make
proposals for promoting mediation both in France and at the European level, since some of the Club
members are also FIN-NET members.

The Club has some fifteen members who are united by a shared conception of institutional media-
tion, which is set out the Club Charter.

In addition to its periodic meetings in 2009, the Club organised a meeting between its members and
the General Directorate for Competition, Consumer Affairs and Fighting Fraud and a press conference
on recent developments in mediation.

It signed a Partnership Guide with authorised consumer associations to spread the word about medi-
ation and encourage its use. A working group was set up within the Club to oversee this initiative.

The Club took a very active part in the Consumer Forum held at the Ministry of Finance in Paris on
26 October 2009. One of the preparatory workshops was devoted to “settling disputes between com-
panies and consumers”. This workshop called for mediation procedures to play a key role and dis-
cussed the legal aspects of collective consumer disputes. The Forum was an indication of the govern-
ment’s determination to move ahead in this area.

b) Consumer Forum 

The Secretary of State for Consumer Affairs concluded the Forum by expressing the government’s
wish to improve the tools for resolving disputes between companies and consumers and stating that
the first step was to promote widespread use of mediation. 

The Secretary stated that he was “in favour of implementing a French class action procedure, with
specific safeguards to avoid the excesses seen in the United States, provided that certain prerequi-
sites are fulfilled, such as stronger organisation of the consumer movement and improvement of
mediation procedures.”

Four proposals were made to improve mediation:
> drafting a legislative framework for mediation in order to have a single definition and specific criteria 
> establishing certification standards for consumer mediation services 
> cross-cutting supervision of mediation to ensure coordination of procedures by a Mediation

Committee that will be part of the new National Institute of Consumer Affairs (INC) 
> widespread use of mediation to enable consumers to turn to mediators with full powers in every

business sector.

c) Information about the AMF Ombudsman’s role and the development of mediation

In 2009 information about the AMF Ombudsman’s existence and role was disseminated to industry
professionals and the general public through the following actions:

(6) http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/2008/alternative_dispute_resolution_en.htm
(7) http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/strategy/complaints_en.htm
(8) Disponible sur le site internet de l’AMF à l’adresse www.amf-france.org/documents/general/9395_1.pdf
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> The Ombudsman took part in debates organised by the working group on alternative consumer
dispute resolution procedures of the French employers’ association, MEDEF, as part of the
Ombudsmen’s Forum.

> The Ombudsman contributed to a training day for the representatives of authorised consumer
associations who are responsible for informing the public about financial dispute mediation at
the local level. This training day was organised by the National Institute of Consumer Affairs.

> The Ombudsman took part in many debates and conferences on mediation.
> In addition to these institutional events, the Mediation Department developed regular meetings

with its contacts in financial institutions (investment services supervisors, compliance and inter-
nal control officers, customer relations managers) for productive discussions that go beyond indi-
vidual cases to encompass recurring problems, reforms and practical improvements in their busi-
ness practices.

> The Ombudsman also took part in investment fairs that are open to the general public and received
interview requests from the business and financial press. During these interviews, the Ombudsman
was able to explain the procedures, objectives and results of AMF’s activity to protect investors.

3 – Outlook

a) Development of the AMF’s New Strategy Proposals

The main thrusts of the New Strategy Proposals that the AMF presented on 29 June 2009 should
make it possible to develop mediation based on three main lines of action:

> The AMF wants to raise the visibility of its relations with investors by creating a special entity that
amalgamates all its activities in favour of investors (enquiries, mediation, public financial educa-
tion, warnings about poor practices and problems with market players) in a single division that
handles the AMF’s relations with investors. 
The New Strategy Proposals specify that the AMF's information and mediation activities are recog-
nised by investors and industry professionals alike. These actions are crucial to the AMF’s task of
protecting investors. Mediation will be developed and promoted in accordance with the provisions
of the European Directives on Markets in Financial Instruments and Civil and Commercial
Mediation. The Mediation Department’s resources will be enhanced to provide the swiftest
response possible to disputes referred to it.

> The AMF intends to “promote an effective and impartial sanction mechanism and better compen-
sation of losses”. To this end, the role of mediation is stressed for out-of-court settlement of dis-
putes between investors and investment services providers or issuers, along with a “comprehen-
sive approach to similar disputes, involving the marketing of financial products for example, which
could promote compensation of the losses incurred by several hundreds of investors”.

> On the public education front, the proposals explains that improving investor information will be
one of the objectives of the redesign of the AMF website in order to make the section for investors
more visible and more educational. The proposals also specify that the Ombudsman’s pages will
include answers to investors’ enquiries, frequently-asked questions and a periodic news update.

b) Ongoing action to promote mediation 

The visibility of mediation needs to be raised to ensure uniform and equal treatment of all investors
and, at the same time, provide industry professionals with the possibility of reaching final settle-
ment of disputes with their customers without going to court. For this, information about the AMF
Ombudsman needs to be more widely disseminated, in particular via all investment industry partic-
ipants, using procedures yet to be determined.
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Consequently, consideration could be given to providing the contact information for the AMF
Ombudsman at the earliest moment possible, in account agreements, transaction advices and bank
statements, for example. Furthermore, a joint cooperation body set up by the AMF and the pruden-
tial supervisor to be responsible for monitoring changes in products and advertising claims and for
setting up one-stop service for consumer complaints, should lead to closer cooperation and broader
dissemination of information at the local level, through the regional representatives of the Banque
de France in particular.

The task of promoting mediation should be easier after transposition of the Mediation Directive into
national law. This Directive is intended to apply to domestic mediation processes, as well as medi-
ation of cross-border disputes. The transposition must be completed before 21 May 2011. Work is
currently being carried out under the auspices of the Ministry of Justice and the Transposition
Working Group has agreed on a global mechanism to provide mediation users with the same safe-
guards as court proceedings, while upholding the critical principles of this alternative dispute set-
tlement procedure, such as the impartiality of the mediator, confidentiality and the voluntary nature
of the procedure.
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Appendix 2

Monetary and Financial Code 

Art. L621-19
(Act 2003-706 of 1 August 2003, Article 1, Article 17, Article 46 V 1º Official Journal 
of 2 August 2003)
(Order No2005-429 of 6 May 2005 Article 82 Official Journal of 7 May 2005)
(Act 2005-811 of 20 July 2005 Article 1 I Official Journal of 21 July 2005)
(Act 2005-1564 of 15 December 2005 Article 17 Official Journal of 16 December 2005)
(Order No 2007-544 of 12 April 2007 Article 5 Official Journal of 13 April 2007, 
effective 1 November 2007)

The [Authority] is authorised to receive claims relating to matters within its jurisdiction from any inter-
ested party and to deal with them appropriately. When appropriate, it proposes amicable resolution
of the disputes brought to its attention, via conciliation or mediation.

The limitation period in civil and administrative proceedings shall cease to run when a dispute is
referred to the Autorité des marchés financiers for out-of-court resolution. It shall resume once again
when the Autorité des marchés financiers has declared that the mediation procedure is terminated.

The Autorité des marchés financiers cooperates with its foreign counterparts with a view to out-of-
court resolution of cross-border disputes.

It may formulate proposals for amendments to the laws and regulations concerning the information
provided to holders of financial instruments and the public, the financial instruments markets and
the status of investment  service providers. Each year, it draws up a report to the President of the
Republic and Parliament which is published in the Official Journal of the French Republic.

The chairman of the [Autorité des marchés financiers] is heard, when they so request, by the Finance
Committees of the two assemblies and may ask to be heard by them.
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Appendix 3
Mediation Charter 
In application of Article L.621-19 of the Monetary and Financial Code, the Autorité des Marchés
Financiers is authorised to receive claims relating to matters that fall within its jurisdiction from any inter-
ested party, and to deal with them appropriately. When relevant, it proposes an out-of-court settlement of
the disputes brought to its attention, via conciliation or mediation. The submission of a dispute to the
Autorité des Marchés Financiers to find an out-of-court settlement, implies the suspension of the statute
of limitations for civil and administrative proceedings. It starts to run again when the Autorité des
Marchés Financiers declares the mediation as ended. The Autorité des Marchés Financiers cooperates with
foreign stockmarket regulators in the resolution of cross-border disputes. 

> Contacting the Ombudsman
The Ombudsman may be contacted by any person or legal entity, involved in a dispute of an individual
nature falling within the Autorité des Marchés Financiers jurisdiction, only if no legal action or AMF inves-
tigation, regarding the same facts, is in progress. The mediation procedure is free of charge. 

> Prior action
A claim may only be brought to the attention of the Ombudsman when a prior action has been taken
against the investment services provider or issuer, and your complaint has remained unanswered or has
been rejected either totally or partially..

> The mediation process 
The necessary means to carry out mediation in a neutral, impartial and independent manner are reg-
istered in the budget of the Autorité des Marchés Financiers. The Ombudsman may only undertake
the mediation procedure with the consent of both parties. In principle, mediation lasts three months
from the time when all useful evidence has been supplied to the Ombudsman by the parties. The
mediation procedure is a contradictory procedure. It is carried out in writing, but the Ombudsman
may decide to hear the parties separately or together. The Ombudsman and the parties are bound by
the strictest obligations of confidentiality. 

> Legal action 
Both parties retain the right to bring the dispute in front of the courts at any time. The submission
of the dispute to the courts brings the intervention of the Ombudsman to an end. On this assump-
tion, any exchange that has taken place during the mediation procedure may not be used or submit-
ted to the courts.

> End of the mediation procedure 
The mediation procedure ends either by an out-of-court settlement, or by the statement of a persist-
ent disagreement, the withdrawal of one of the parties, or by the start of legal action relating to the
dispute. Whatever the outcome of the procedure, the Ombudsman informs the parties, in writing, of
the end of his intervention. 

> Annual report 
The Ombudsman presents an annual report to the Board of the Autorité des Marchés Financiers, in
which his activities are reviewed. This report is published. 

How to contact the Ombudsman: write to Mrs Madeleine Guidoni – Autorité des Marchés
Financiers – 17, place de la Bourse – 75082 Paris Cedex 02 – France. 
Call: Investor helpline Tuesdays and Thursdays, 2pm - 4pm: + 33 (1) 5345 6464 
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Directive 2008/52/EC
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Appendix 5

Public Service Ombudsmen’s Charter
The undersigned share a concept of service for citizens, customers and users that highlights openness,
discussion and out-of-court settlement of disputes. […]

Institutional mediation is an “Alternative Dispute Settlement Procedure”. As is the case in convention-
al mediation, it can be implemented in an attempt to avoid legal proceedings and to settle specific
individual disputes pitting individuals and corporations against institutions or undertakings.

Mediation shall be free of charge, rapid and freely accessible directly or indirectly. It shall be used
when the other internal recourse procedures have failed. […]

Institutional Ombudsmen shall not only play a key role in dispute settlement; they shall also play a
role in prevention and act as catalysts for change in institutions and undertakings. […]

Ombudsmen shall facilitate dispute settlement in a spirit of mediation and following mediation prac-
tices: openness and explanation, fairness, impartiality, comprehensive review of the dispute and even
facilitating conciliation between the parties. […]

They shall also have an overview of the problems that come up, which will help them to identify prob-
lems within the institution and to suggest changes.

Public service Ombudsmen’s primary concern shall be compliance with the law and they shall adhere
to the intrinsic mediation values:
> Giving the parties a fair and attentive hearing: it is the mediator’s duty to listen,
> Scrupulously respecting the parties (users, citizens, customers), their opinions and their positions,
> Facilitating out-of-court dispute settlement,
> Ensuring fairness: Ombudsmen may make recommendations regarding fairness; a rule or practice

may be suitable for most users, but it may be unacceptable in a specific case,
> Remaining impartial with respect to the complainant, the undertaking or the administration,
> Respecting the principle of adversarial procedures: Ombudsmen shall ensure that all parties are

able to present their point of view and to discover all of the positions and arguments put for-
ward by the other party,

> Acting transparently: it is the Ombudsmen’s responsibility to inform the parties about their role,
their practices and their activity. They shall do so by publishing an annual report. The general 
recommendations and areas for improvement identified in the reports shall be made public.

> Maintaining confidentiality: it is the Ombudsmen’s duty to keep the names of the parties, any
information gathered when investigating disputes and information obtained in the exercise of
their functions confidential. Examples cited in their annual reports must be presented anony-
mously.

Memoranda of understanding signed between the parties with the Ombudsmen’s help cannot be 
disclosed to third parties without the consent of the parties to the dispute.

The special status of institutional Ombudsmen shall ensure their impartiality in settling disputes. 
They shall be independent with regard to the structures of the institution or undertaking. […]
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Club 
of Public Service 
Ombudsmen

Public service Ombudsmen having signed the charter

CAISSE DES DEPOTS ET CONSIGNATIONS (Financial sector)

EDF (Electricity)

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

FRENCH FEDERATION OF INSURANCE COMPANIES

FRANCE 2 (Television channel)

FRANCE 3 (Television channel)

GAZ DE FRANCE (Gas)

POST OFFICE

MINISTER OF THE ECONOMY, FINANCE AND INDUSTRY

RATP (Paris public transport authority)

UNIVERSAL POSTAL SERVICE

SNCF (Railways)

CITY OF PARIS

AUTORITE DES MARCHES FINANCIERS (Securities regulator)
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Appendix 6

Industry compliance with the Ombudsman’s recommendations

Dear Ombudsman,  

In response to your letter dated 25 January 2010, I would like to ask you to excuse the delay in an -
swering.

Xxxxx has considered the arguments put forward in your letter and, consequently:
> It sent compensation to Mr and Mrs xxxxx by cheque on 10 March.
> It will change the frequency with which the net asset values of the XXXX mutual funds eligible
for its securities accounts are calculated starting on 15 March 2010. The values will be calculated
each week and thus be in line with the frequency for processing subscription and redemption orders,
as set out in the account agreement.

All of xxxx’s customers were notified of this change by letter in early March 2010.

Yours truly,

Dear Ombudsman, 

Thank you for your letter dated 11 May 2009 about the request from Mr xxxxx. Below, you will find the
details of the response we are able to give in this case.

The facts: Mr xxxx issued an order to redeem 249.84 shares in the xxxxxx mutual fund at 10:48 am on
9 January 2008. The cut-off time for centralising orders concerning this fund is 3:30 pm. The order was
executed on the basis of the net asset value on the following day, 10 January. The order signed by Mr
xxxx was time stamped well before the cut-off time mentioned in the fund prospectus. Therefore, this
order should have been executed at the net asset value on 9 January 2008.

The financial impact was as follows:

Net asset value Number of units redeemed Amount of redemption
on 9 January 2008 118.60 249.84 29 631.02

on 10 January 2008 118.13 249.84 29 513.59

The difference between the redemption at the net asset value on 9 January and that on 10 January
comes to €117.43 euros.

The Bank may have misinterpreted the customer’s order. It proposes to compensate Mr xxx for this dif-
ference. We should be grateful if you could let us know if Mr xxx accepts this proposal.

Furthermore, we have noted the amendment to be made to the fund prospectus so that it is clearly stat-
ed that orders are to be executed at the day’s net asset value. The Legal Department of xxxx will take
the necessary measures as soon as possible.

We hope that this satisfies your request and we shall be happy, of course, to provide any other informa-
tion that you deem helpful.

Yours truly,
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Appendix 7

Thank you letters 

Dear Ombudsman,

Following up your letter dated 13 February 2009, we contacted xxxxx, which had us sign a memo-
randum of understanding waiving all rights to our shares and paid us €17,369.50 each for a total
of €34,739.

We should like to express our heartfelt thanks for your efficient handling of our case and this satis-
factory settlement and end to our “combat”.

At the same time, we are well satisfied that the all-powerful xxxxx, at least as it claimed to be for
so long in its dealings with us, was made to face up to its responsibilities by your authority.

Thank you again. Yours truly,

Dear Ombudsman,

My dispute with xxxxxxxx has been fully resolved. The situation has been put right, as I requested, and,
in addition, good relations have been restored.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for taking up my case and for your mediation.

I would be remiss if I failed to tell you how well your staff dealt with me. I really appreciated their avail-
ability, their responsiveness, their sense of initiative and, to top it all off, their friendliness.

Surely you will understand that, given the nature of your task, I hope that I shall not need your help too
often, but that, if it turns out that I do, I should be tempted to say that it would be a pleasure.

Thank you again. Yours truly,
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Dear Ombudsman

Thank you for your letter about the dispute between my mother and xxxxx.

I should like to express my warmest thanks for your help in this matter. Therefore, we accept the
mediated settlement set out in your letter whereby xxxxxx repays the sum of €21,004.83 into her
sight deposit account at no charge. We hope that this transaction takes place as soon as possible,
because, as I mentioned several times, and this, unfortunately, is part of life, my mother’s health is
increasingly poor, which makes it important for her to be able to put her affairs in order while she
still has all her wits about her.

Yours truly,

Dear Ombudsman,

In your letter dated 29 September 2009, you tell me that xxxxx is willing to respond favourably to my
complaint about the purchase of product xxxxx by agreeing to pay me €2,500 as a conciliatory gesture.

I have decided to accept this offer, as you recommend, and I contacted the staff in charge of these mat-
ters. They sent me a memorandum of understanding, which I signed and returned.

I should like to my warmest thanks to you and your team. Your mediation made it possible to reach an
agreement that satisfies both parties. I honestly think that such an outcome would not have been pos-
sible without your help.

Yours truly,
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17, place de la Bourse – 75082 Paris Cedex 02 – France
Tel: 33 (0)1 5345 6464 – Fax: 33 (0)1 5345 5960

Contacts
How to contact the Ombudsman?

Madeleine Guidoni
Autorité des marchés financiers
17, place de la Bourse – 75082 Paris Cedex 02 – France

www.amf-france.org – Ombudsman Section

Investor helpline: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 2 pm – 4pm
Tel: 33 (0)1 5345 6464  – Fax: 33 (0)1 5345 5960
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